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3. Information Exchange
Porsche Tequipment –
Accessories for Individual Design
Transport with System

Protection: the boot tub is waterproof
and acid-resistant

Sporty: up to three bicycle holders can
be mounted on the Cayenne

It’s much more than pure driving pleasure that attracts people to the Porsche
Cayenne. Its outstanding driving dynamics and generous space make the
model the perfect companion for sport
and free-time activities. And not just for
transporting masses of luggage on a
family holiday.

The Porsche Tequipment offers a wide
range of intelligent transport systems.
The bike holder with lock function, for
example, can transport all current bicycle models (including children’s bicycles) with wheel diameters of up to 85
millimetres. Up to three bicycle holders
can be mounted next to each other on
the Cayenne.
The luggage compartment management system for the boot includes a rail
system in the floor with integrated,
moveable elements for securing the

Effective: the luggage compartment management system and separating grid
guarantee improved safety during transportation

load. As an alternative to this fixture,
Porsche also offers the full-surface separating grid behind the rear seats acting as an effective steel restraint system. It offers protection for passengers
and is enhanced with the multi-purpose
grid which can be set in three different
positions to separate the luggage compartment. The ice box with 12 volt connection is equipped with a patented fastening system for safe transportation.
The floor tub is available in both a flat
and a high version. It guarantees precise fit and can be wiped down. The
floor tub also protects the floor and
side panels of the luggage compartment from soiling and damage.

Practical: The ice box with 12 volt connection and a volume of 12 litres

Further information about the entire Porsche Tequipment product range and the current Tequipment catalogues
are available from your Porsche partner or on the Internet at www.porsche.com. At this address, you can also visit
our Porsche Design Driver’s Selection online shop, where you will find a range of selected Tequipment products.
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